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Max and A.J.'s Excellent Review: Wintergrass 2010
I have seen the future of acoustic
Nashville Adventure
music…
Editor's Note: Two CBA kids, Max By Max Schwartz
Schwartz and A.J. Lee, were recently invited to be the new co-hosts
of the IBMA's "Discover Bluegrass"
DVD, which is the organization's
primary outreach tool to promote
bluegrass in the schools. This is
quite an honor for these two kids,
and for the CBA -- both of them
have come up through the ranks
of the Kids on Bluegrass program,
and became known to the IBMA
through their participation in the
IBMA's version of the KOB program during FanFest in October.
Max and A.J. flew to Nashville in
February to film their parts of the
DVD remake, and here is their experience, in their own words.

Many of you have probably
already heard about the remake
of "Discover Bluegrass," an informational DVD program with
the IBMA distributes to schools
to promote bluegrass.  When Phil
Bankester, the producer, called
my house in January to invite my
bandmate and friend Aissa Lee and
I be the new co-hosts of the DVD,
I was really excited.   I thought to
myself, "I'm gonna be in a movie!"  
When we flew to Nashville a few
weeks later, on February 5, I knew
it was going to be a great experience.   And it was.   On Saturday,
the day after we arrived, we did
Continued on B-2

A.J. Lee and Max Schwartz during their IBMA sessions.
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By Mike Buchman
Reprinted with permission of
Victory Music,
www.victorymusic.org
I have seen the future of acoustic music and it is bright. Boys and
girls, barely tweens to late teens,
with shiny smiles, braces, a touch
of acne and a predilection for playing well beyond their years on
clawhammer banjo, fiddle and other string band instruments. They
were sitting on the floor at the foot
of the Grand Ballroom mainstage
at Wintergrass 2010 as Saturday
slipped into Sunday, watching a
few of their beloved mentors, Mike
Marshall and Darol Anger jamming with the Swedish superstars
Väsen. They were bouncing in a nascent line dance and swinging their
young brothers and sisters while
belting out the lyrics to Ramblin’
Jack’s Railroad Bill at the raucous

Perennial hipsters Seldom Scene chat up the Wintergrass crowd.
Wintergrass photos: Eric Frommer

set of the youth movement’s senior
citizens, Boston-based string band
Crooked Still.
They are prepubescent veterans of
Wintergrass Academy
and similar education
efforts at festivals all
around the country,
a new generation
trained by superstars
who are themselves
still in their late teens
and early 20’s, and
they are ready to take
over the world, God
love 'em! They are
making music with
neither definition nor
boundary, gleefully
mashing Lester’s Gruns with world beats
and trad sounds from
around the globe.
Take for example Tatiana Hargreaves, a 14-year old
sprite from Corvallis, OR, who joined
Crooked Still for a
song during their afternoon set Saturday.
She’s the younger
sister of Alex Hargreaves, the 19-year
The beautiful Emma Hardin of
old fiddle phenom
Rockin' Acoustic Circus.

who recently released an album
featuring the omni-present Mike
Marshall and was featured this
Wintergrass in the band of 18-year
old Sarah Jarosz. More about them
in a second.
In one song it was Tatiana who
embodied the riches to come in
acoustic string band music. Jamming twin fiddles with the other
worldly 20-something Brittany
Haas, and standing next to 5-time
national Old Time Fiddle Champion Tristan Clarridge who holds
down the cello chair in Crooked
Still, Tatiana stole the ears and
hearts away from her slightly older
peers, yes peers, then walked off the
stage to warm hugs from the Still.
Wintergrass is a now legendary gathering of the tribe, and the
tribe is getting noticeably younger.
Fewer and fewer are the grey hairs
with oversize cowboy hats and
belt buckles. More and more are
the kids who have gone from just
showing up for the pre-fest education programs to taking on the lobby jams, rocking the dance floors
and ruling the stages.
Oh, the true elder statesman
like the Seldom Scene and Kenny
and Amanda Smith still play and
bring in big crowds, still wow
us with their musicianship and
Continued on B-2
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Review: Wintergrass 2010

I have seen the future of acoustic music…
From page B-1
smooth approach. And all day Saturday, everywhere you went folks
were talking about the set Tim
O’Brien and Brian Sutton threw
down Friday night. But, mark my
words, the next generation is here
and the one after them is coming
and will be even better.
Maybe we have Nickel Creek
to thank for all these superstars
in their teens. Acoustic music has
always been friendly to hot young
pickers, but Chris Thile and the
Watkins sibs blazed a trail combining trad instruments with intelligent songwriting to a superstardom
that was unimaginable.
We owe a deep bow of gratitude
to the wizard Anger and mad professor Marshall for nurturing talent
as teachers and band leaders. More
about, and from, Darol as I recount
a wonderful conversation with him
in a future issue of the Review.
And we certainly owe thanks
to the parents of these wonderful youth, who nurtured the kids
though lessons and camps, exposed
them to all sorts of music and oft
times brought them to the stage
their first time.
Parents like Gary and Mary
Jarosz. Dad was once characterized
by the incredibly poised 18-year
old Sarah as the kind of guy who
can’t walk into a record store with-

out bringing home at least 10 cds
of various kinds of music. Mom is
a guitarist and songwriter whom
you can Google to find eternally
sharing the stage with her budding
superstar daughter at the Old Settlers Music Festival in Austin. See
her pride in her progeny radiating
out through the pixels.
It is a pride well-deserved. Take
in this quote from string god Chris
Thile in the liner notes to Sarah’s
2009 cd Songs Up In Her Head:
“I could tell you what a tremendous musician, natural singer and
precocious songwriter (Sarah) is, or
I could simply tell you that I and
everyone in this tight-knit community can’t wait to play some more
music with Sarah.”
Her frequent collaborator, the
“elder” Hargreaves, draws similar
praise from above:
“Alex Hargreaves, in another
era, on another continent, would
probably have been Mozart. He
already has people scratching their
heads wondering about reincarnation and old souls….To play music
with him is like having a younger,
smarter version of yourself supplying all the insanely cool musical
ideas you wish you’d thought of,”
writes Darol Anger in the liner
notes to Alex’s 2010 release Prelude.
God bless Stephen Ruffo and

WANTED!
Instruments for the
Darrell Johnston
Lending Library.
Help a young person
become
a musician.
Donate bluegrass
instruments,
old or new.

Also... Bluegrass instructional material for
guitar, fiddle, mandolin, bass, dobro and
banjo. The CBA's Darrell Johnston Kids
Lending Library is looking to fill the shelves
with bluegrass instructional material for
kids to check out. Please send any items to:
DJKLL/Librarian, c/o Bruce Long, P.O. Box
843, Roseville, CA 95678 Your donation is
tax deductible.
Info at: kidslendinglibrary@gmail.com

Patrice O’Neil for the work they
and the hordes of other loyal Wintergrass and WG Academy volunteers have done to create a safe
place for this talent to develop, to
feel valued, to feel at home.
God bless the internet and digital technology, which allows performers to rehearse together across
the country. Bless the MP3 magic
that enabled 16-year old cellist
Nate Smith and Jarosz to sound,
in their first ever gig together, as if
they had been rehearsing together
for months, instead of just once the
night before at the hotel.
God bless the Hyatt Regency,
Wintergrass’ new home after 16
years in funky Tacoma. What was
a heart-wrenching decision has
proved to be a miracle, both for
the improvements of the physical
environment and for the soaring
response of the staff, many sporting Wintergrass t-shirts, universally thrilled to have the festival and
showing it through their helpful
attitudes and attentive listening.
And God bless the folks like
super volunteers Connie Decker
and Lew Wallon, who staffed the
ticket tables for much of the festival, friendly faces bringing years
of service and a dedication to the
mission of providing the best and
brightest in acoustic music. For
full disclosure I’ll remind you that

Connie and Lew are also long-time
members of the Victory Music
board. Their work has been vital to
this organization; they are just as
important to other festivals across
the northwest.
And if the future is as hopeful
as a pre-pubescent lad swinging
arm in arm with a buxom older
teen friend, bowing awkwardly to
her following the jubilant dance,
then hoisting his fiddle case over
his shoulder and running off with
his younger sister to jam in the lobby, the present is amazingly rich as
well. In upcoming issues of the Review we’ll take a deeper look at and
report on conversations with Sarah
Jarosz, Darol Anger and Crooked
Still. But for now, in no particular
order, here are a few observations
and highlights from one day in the
life of Wintergrass 2010…
* When asked Saturday morning
what was the most outstanding aspect of the first two days of the festival, Co-Producer Patrice O’Neil
(a long-time member of Victory
Music and former staff member!)
reported without missing a beat:
the positive attitude of the Hyatt
staff. “They have been amazingly
supportive and they just GET what
we are doing!” This comment from
a woman who could have reported
on the “late o’clock” jam session

Max and A.J.'s Excellent
Nashville Adventure
From page B-1
some "voice-overs" for the film at the
hotel, without a camera.  It wasn't too
hard, and kind of fun.  That afternoon,
we all went into downtown Nashville,
and visited the Country Music Hall of
Fame, which was awesome.   We saw
Bill Monroe's mandolin, among other
famous instruments.  We also went to
Gruhn's Guitars, where my brother
Nate played every expensive instrument
he could get his hands on, had dinner at
Jason's Deli, and then went to a hockey
game between the San Jose Sharks and
the Nashville Predators. We rooted for
the Sharks, and they won!  On the way
back to the hotel, we stopped for a few
minutes at the Station Inn and got to
hear the Josh Williams Band play three
or four songs.  What a cool place and
what a great band!
The next day, we filmed our parts
to the new DVD -- the opening, closing, and "Bluegrass Today" segments.  
They're not re-making the whole DVD
right now, they're just trying to update
it a little bit, and I think maybe have
some kids in it who don't speak with
Southern accents.    We filmed in the
Ford Theater, which is a beautiful small
theater at the Country Music Hall of
Fame.  It was harder than the day before
-- we had to do some of the parts several times -- but I think I did okay.  A.J.
and I played a little bit of Cripple Creek
and Blackberry Blossom on the DVD
also.  I do want to thank our hosts, Phil

Bankester, Carlos Torres and the IBMA,
for inviting me and for making sure the
trip was fun.
By A.J. Lee
My recent trip to Nashville with
Max Schwartz was a fun and exciting
experience. I wish it could have lasted
longer, not only because of the snow (it
snowed on Sunday night), but because
I got to spend time with some friends
that lived there. I didn't worry about
doing the voice overs and filming...until the next day. Once all the equipment
for the voice overs was set up, I volunteered to go first. I thought the sooner
I was done the sooner I could get the
sense of relief. As I talked, my worries
melted away.
The very next day, we did the filming portion. This part seemed easier for
me because it was the exact same thing
except there was a camera and a well set
background. We read the same script,
only this time it was projected from
a teleprompter. I'd like to thank the
crew at Genuine Human Productions
(Demetria and Carlos), Phil Bankester
for all of his efforts to get us to various
places on time, and to the IBMA for allowing me to have this wonderful opportunity. Now that my mission is over,
I now hope someday I will get to do
something like it again.
Somewhere in the middle of all
this, we sidewinded with a little hockey
entertainment...GO SHARKS AND
PREDATORS!

featuring Tim O’Brien and Brian
Sutton that took place in her hotel
room!!
* The sound in the Grand Ballroom main stage was pristine and
powerful. The setting elegant with
glass-baubled chandeliers, lush
black draping and spot lights on
the sponsor logos. The Evergreen
Ballroom was noteworthy for its arboreal decorations and Northwest
chic. The Regency stage has some
feedback issues, but the sound crew
diligently worked them out.
* Aoife O’Donovan, lead singer of
Crooked Still saying “The amazing
thing about Wintergrass is I get
to play with all my favorite musicians.” Moments later her banjo
player, Greg Leisz, sat down to tear
the cover off the Rolling Stones’
Let it Bleed-era tune “You Got the
Silver” playing slide banjo.
* Changing the rules so folks without tickets could still browse the
vendor halls and participate in the
jams.
* Thai food on site!!
* Chris Pandolfi, banjo player for
the Infamous Stringdusters, sitting by himself in the Greg Boyd’s
House of Instruments room, ripping crazy lines off a precious Prucha banjo.
* Mountain Heart’s hilarious recalling of their travel nightmares to get
to the festival and the funky song
“Delta Airline Blues” they wrote
to launch their nationwide boycott
of Delta! Let me hear you testify,
Commando Josh!
* A 20-something former National
Old Time Fiddle champ jamming
in the lobby, where it took four
older men playing guitars, mando
and tenor guitar and a woman on
double bass, to adequately back her
up.
* Whipping Post and Superstition
in the same set!
* The gleeful smiles of Darol Anger and bug-eyed hilarity of Mike
Marshall as the two tricksters completed a brief The Duo set before
Väsen joined them on stage. Said
Marshall: “It’s intimidating playing here. Not only are these guys in
Väsen amazing, but the best musicians in the world are in the front
row…”
* The announcement by Co-producer Stephen Ruffo, that Wintergrass had signed an 8-year agreement with the Hyatt to continue
holding the festival there, ensuring
that Tatiana and the other youngsters Marshall was gazing lovingly
at in the first row of the Grand
would have a stellar winter home
to fully showcase their blossoming
talent and musical joy!
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Hooked on bluegrass!

Each month we present the stories of bluegrass addicts...

Jamie Dailey

B-

Of Dailey and Vincent

My dad had a group and we used to drive back and forth to
Kentucky. One of the first groups I heard was Lester Flatt and
Earl Scruggs and it just tore me up. The second group I heard
was Larry Sparks and that lonesome voice, then the Bluegrass
Cardinals. Then I just stumbled on to everybody else. I said
“That’s what I want to play!” At that time I was seven years old. I
had already been singing gospel since I was three. But I guess
when the big one hit me is when my dad took me to hear Doyle

Lawson and Quicksilver. I had never heard anything like that in
my life; the vocals, the gospel, and the bluegrass he played. I
said “Man I’d love to play for him someday”. I never thought he
would ever even know my name. I wound up going to work for
him when I was twenty two years old, and stayed with him nine
years before starting Daley and Vincent. So playing with Doyle
is the only professional gig I have had other than Daley and Vincent.

Sponsored by BMSCC — The Bluegrass Music Society of the Central Coast

Hooked
on
bluegrass!
Pete
Hicks

Of Bean Creek

MOTHER’S DAY WEEKEND,

May 6-9, 2010

Featuring

Don
Rigsby

& Midnight Call

Also :
The Rarely Herd, The Brombies,
Whiskey Chimp, Bean Creek,

Dalton Mtn. Gang, Kitchen Help,
Black Crown Stringband,
Belle Monroe & her Brewglass Boys,
Virtual Strangers & more !

4 DAYS OF BLUEGRASS MUSIC IN
CALIFORNIA’S CENTRAL COAST
WINE COUNTRY.
12 wonderful national, regional & local
bluegrass bands. Non-stop jamming.
Mother’s Day gift for Moms.
KIDS PROGRAMS-Kids bluegrass music camp
with lessons & performance onstage.
Plenty of camping space -RV’s & tents in
4 different camping areas. Electric hookups by
reservation ONLY (sign up early to get on list).
BBQ’s/raised firepits OK. Dogs on leash OK!
Many wonderful festival vendors &
The Parkfield Café for good eats & great gifts.
NEW! RV rentals available –see the website link.

For complete information & ticket orders,
please check out our Website:

(to be announced—check the website!)

www.parkfieldbluegrass.com

TICKETS: Adults (age 20-59)
All 4 days
$90 Gate $80 Advance
3 consecutive days
$80 Gate $70 Advance
Single Day: Thu $20 Fri $30 Sat $35 Sun $25
Seniors (age 60+), Students w/ ID, Military,
Or BMSCC members
$5 off Adult price
Kids & Teens (up to age 19)
FREE
Advance Discount only on 3 & 4-day tickets.
ADVANCE TICKET DEADLINE April 10, 2010

CAMPING FEE: (per unit: RV, camper or tent)
4-day, Thurs-Sun $30
3 consecutive days, $25
Single Night:
$10
Pre-Festival Night $12
Electrical Hookup flat fee: $45 per unit/flat fee.
Limited Qty hookups-reserve soon to get on the list!
MAIL ORDER TICKETS: Checks payable to
BMSCC, PO Box 332, Grover Beach, CA 93483.
Please include a stamped self-address legal size envelope.
(TICKET INFORMATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

I grew up listening to country and bluegrass every afternoon on the radio on the
Armed Forces Network (AFN)
after school overseas in Germany and England (Air Force
Brat). I didn't play music in
high school, but I listened to all
kinds of stuff.
I started playing guitar in
college (NYU) in 1971. My
gang of musical friends were
all far ahead of me, and they
were into bluegrass, jazz, and
hot picking. None of them sang
very much, and I had sung a
bit in the theater. Thus I became the singer and mandolin
player when we got together.
We decided to go to The
Union Grove Festival in 1972
as a group, so we could play in
the band contest and get in for
free. We picked up our buddy,
Hunter Owens, in Virginia to
sing ang play guitar, and a fiddler joined us at the festival. He
was a jazz kid, about 17, just
getting into bluegrass, (Matt
Glaser). We played on stage,
and came in 17th, I think. We
had grabbed a band name out
of the air when we signed up,
The Tennessee Teardrops.
The Emcee announced us as,
"The Tennessee Teardrops,
from New York City." When the
crowd heard that, they immediately started having a great
time heckling us. By the end of
our little set, they were with us
and gave us a great ovation.
We spent the rest of the festival wandering around and
jamming with all kinds of pickers. I even got to spend some
time chopping along with Sam
Bush, Vassar Clements, and
Byron Berline. I found it amazing and wonderful that the "famous" guys were so welcoming, friendly and helpful.
That was it. I was permanently hooked. I have strayed
from bluegrass occasionally
over the years, but I always return.
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CBA Wintercamp - remembered
Winter Music Camp

By Bill Friedrichs
from Hartland, Wisconsin
Driven by our love for the music and disdain for 0 degree weather, my friend and I decided to
briefly escape the Wisconsin winter by enrolling in a camp out in
what we thought was the middle of
nowhere California. Little did we
know what experience was in store
for us. We have a relatively small
group of hardcore bluegrassers in
the Milwaukee area. I've taken guitar lessons from many and attend
jams whenever I can find one. So
of course, my expectations were to
enjoy something probably similar and hopefully figure out how
to play a break or two and come
home.
My first impression came from
the beautiful location. The sportsman is inbred in Wisconsin and we
take great pride in our outdoor resources. I could not help but marvel at the sheer numbers of mule
deer, turkeys and quail as we made
our way to Walker Creek from
Marshall. The numerous species of
waterfowl on the bay reminded us
of home including a pair of loons
that seem to like diving right up
close to our cabin. This was our
first unanticipated, totally pleasant
surprise.
Next came our arrival at the
camp. Welcoming and friendly,
you immediately sense the tie that
binds everyone there. Fiddles, uprights, banjo sounds everywhere,
it's feeling very good. As you take
in the initial lecture,   it doesn't
take long for you to realize that this
is serious business also. Not only
does Mr. Tuttle know all there is
to know about each stringed instrument, but he could walk you
through the evolution of them
and the music they play as well.
Then you get your first dose of the
pickin and singin from a few of the
"staff".
We immediately realize that we
are far from home--far, far from
home. Unfortunately, to date, we
have not been tuned in to the California bluegrass music scene. Well,
let me say we are well on our way
now.  The talent assembled for this
camp may or may not be typical
for California but a week later we
are still in awe. Not only did we get
to hear these musicians but they
are going to teach us too!  Listening
to Carol sing, Evie claw and Kathy
crosspick was incredible. Hearing
Roland the legend, watching Steve
Baughman, Yoseff and Bill Evans
pick and then having a chance to
see Megan fiddle up close-- wow.
I could mention all of the others
because the professionalism was so
obvious in every one of them.
Saying that this was our second unanticipated surprise would be the
understatement of the year.
I am so happy to have discovered the CBA Bluegrass Camp at
Walker Creek. My motivation to
become a better guitar player has
never been greater. The classes and
electives were well organized with

lots of free time to jam and make
new friends. In the words of the
governor of the great state of California-- I'll be baack!

Winter Music Camp!
Wow!

By Carol Spiker, volunteer
First of all, Winter music camp
was a different experience than
Summer Camp. Summer Camp
is terrific! But Winter Camp was
great in some additional ways. We
had a similar schedule with three
hours of class each morning, with
electives and office hours with the
instructors in the afternoons, and
with staff and student concerts and
jams in the evenings. We had good
food at both camps. Both were well
organized and carried out.
But something about sharing
dormitory rooms with other musicians in a beautiful setting such
as Walker Creek kicked things up
a notch.   It gave new friendships
a place to take root and grow to
a different level than we all head
back to our own camps. The mealtimes were great, with spontaneous
concerts from the vocal classes.  
The electives, such as "Appalachian
Vocals" and a "Cowboy Song" jam
were special treats.   Then after all
the other jams were over time,
when we headed back to our dorms
to find a sweet and mellow bedtime
jam might have been one of my favorite things!
Of course, the part of day I enjoyed most were the morning hours
I got to spend with ten of the most
delightful children I have ever met.
We had time to play instruments,
sing, do crafts, have snacks, and
then do more music.   Each day,
Kathleen Rushing, our Summer
Fungrass Director, skipped out of
her Mandolin class long enough
to teach us crazy songs. She taught
us "You Have Such Stinky Feet!"
which the crowd enjoyed at the
Student Concert.   Another nice
thing about Walker Creek Ranch
was the camp's naturalist, who
took us to feed the animals, taste
the garden's goodies, and hike to
the creek where he taught us to
paint our faces, Miwok style, with
ground stones.
I came home in a happy daze
has been lasting so far. No one can
ask me how I am without being
treated to the details that I have
just shared with you! The first CBA
Winter Bluegrass Camp was definitely a success. I'll be there next
year! Congratulations and gratitude to Ingrid, her assistants, as
well as the Walker Creek staff for
everything they did to make happy
campers out of so many of us!
CBA Winter Camp in
Petaluma
By Susan Finkelstein, beginning
fiddler
Ever since Ingrid slipped into
one of her announcements, “Feel
free to write something up about
camp,” I’ve been ruminating on
how to use words to capture and
communicate the incredibly awe-

some and unique experience of
winter camp. On the drive home,
these two refrains came to me:
Winter camp in the rolling hills
of Petaluma
Where coyotes howled and
the foxes ran
We played all day
And half the night away
Winter camp in the rolling hills
of Petaluma
I hear you calling like a dear
old friend
And I’ll be back again
And I’ll be back again
Anyone out there so inclined,
please feel free to turn this into
our winter camp song – because
this winter camp deserves a song.
I had to stop my own efforts there
because, folks, the word community just doesn’t fit easily into a
song. And for me, if music was the
heartbeat of this camp, community
was its soul. Community was woven into every class, into every jam,
workshop and meal.
The classes were the same high
quality we have come to expect
from every CBA camp of all-star
instructors. 70% of the campers
had never been to a CBA camp, so
they had the treat of meeting the
fabulous host of instructors and assistants for the first time. Returning campers had the luxury of both
meeting wonderful new staff and
the comfort of getting instruction
from familiar faces.
The format of the camp was
the same as summer camp - small
morning classes with afternoon
workshops and evening events.
In my Level I fiddle class, Megan
Lynch told us, “You paid for the
whole fret board, so why not use
the whole fret board?” Well, we
paid for the whole camp and believe me, we used the whole camp.
Morning, noon and night there
was something for everyone to participate in – from well run supportive slow jams for us beginners, to
advanced jams and workshops for
experienced players to take it up a
notch. But all that was available at
the Father’s Day Camp – my first
camp - so why did I find this camp
so special, different from the summer camp?
Like the repeating third line in
a bluegrass tune, I’m back again to
that word, community. At winter
camp, we bunked together, either
in spacious dorm rooms, most
with internal bath/showers, or
individual rooms in a lodge setting. We ate our meals together in
the communal dining hall of the
Walker Creek Ranch. We played,
we sang, we danced, we laughed,
we talked; we became friends. And
in that environment, we learned.
I know I did, and I know a whole
lot of other people did because I
heard them talking at the dining
tables. And I saw them in the jams
and workshops, which were held
in a cluster of buildings each with
plenty of spacious rooms so that
different events could be going on

separately, yet in close proximity.
The director of Walker Creek
Ranch, which is owned by the
Marin County Office of Education, told us it was a magical place.
It truly was. I can’t end this piece
without thanking her and her
wonderful staff for the great meals,
mostly organic with salads from
their garden, and for their supportive and welcoming presence. And
thank you Ingrid for pulling this
all together. Winter Camp rocked!
Hope to see you all next year; I
know I’ll be there.

First Annual WinterCamp An Extraordinary
Success

By Kate Laddish
As we parked the car at Walker
Creek Ranch at the start of CBA’s
first annual WinterCamp, the
sounds of impromptu jams, laughing reunions of folks seeing each
other for the first time since last
June’s camp, and a happy voice
calling to a friend, “Good to see ya!
How many banjos did ya bring?”
came in the open windows along
with the nearly-spring air.
How many banjos did you
bring. Clearly, this was going to be
a very good week.
I’m at risk of saturating this
piece with superlatives, but the
amazing music, world-class instructors, gorgeous scenery, delicious food, Ingrid Noyes and Co.’s
impeccable organizational powers,
and the envelopingly warm-hearted
camaraderie amongst the students
make it difficult for me not to wax
effusively enthusiastic. “Be balanced!” I tried telling myself—but
all I could come up with was that
there was a burnt-out light bulb in
the room in which the old-time
fiddle class met…and class was so
engrossing that I didn’t even notice
the bulb was out until somebody
else pointed it out on the last day.
So, I’ll just have to apologize to any
writers out there as I’ve decided not
to fight the flow of superlatives;
after all, I had a tremendous time
at camp from start to finish, and I
can’t help but let that enthusiasm
boil over.
Thinking back to camp, there
are several things that leap foremost to my mind, the first of these
being Brad Leftwich’s old-time
fiddle class. Before camp, I knew
Brad was an amazing fiddler—and
if you don’t know that yet, listen
to one of his CDs, watch some of
his YouTube videos, or go see him
play—and for the record I’d like to
state that he is also a tremendously
gifted teacher. Brad’s calm demeanor and ability to tailor his teaching
to fit each student allowed him to
shepherd a room-full of fiddlers
with a wide range of experience
and ability through three mornings
drenched in old-time tunes. While
a less capable and generous instructor would have had as much success
at this as a hyper child on a sugar
high would have herding a bunch
of nervous cats, Brad’s teaching
style is such that there were sev-

eral times when we were all playing
that it felt to me to be as much new
exuberant form of meditation as a
class. Brad’s rubrics for some of the
bowing patterns (“Rabbit where’s
your mamm-e-o—Sail away ladies, sail away”) still run through
my mind and, when I’m lucky, my
music.
I was delighted by the way that
students and instructors alike were
ready to hear the best in each other.
Far from being a hot-bed of snarky
competitiveness or cliques based on
ability, the camp-wide tendency to
cheer each other on was heartening
and allowed people to feel comfortable stretching beyond their
comfort zone. The student concert
is the quintessential example of this
spirit, with brave solos filled with
squeaks or missed notes cheered as
much as the more polished offerings. How refreshing to feel that a
crowd of people is ready to see each
effort as a success! Like many people, I was lucky enough to get to
play with two groups: one that I’ve
played with for about nine years,
and another that was cobbled together during the last afternoon to
such an extent that the first time
we all played together was during
the concert. It’s remarkable what
can happen when there’s a safety
net of good will; thank you all for
that.
Walker Creek Ranch’s pastoral
setting imbued the whole experience with a special feel. The bluegrass and old-time music sprouting
up from all corners and wafting
skyward seemed particularly at
home in the west Marin hills; the
rural music and rural setting were
well-matched. To be able to go out
for a hike (or, in my case, a “walkand-roll” with my service dog
Bella) in such a restful place was
an excellent antidote to the “I’ve
just tried to learn so much that my
brain may in fact start to leak out
of my ears” feeling.
As I count down to next year’s
WinterCamp, I’ll close my eyes
and remember rolling down the
ranch road as it dips and climbs
amongst those velvety green Marin
hills and be serenaded by the best
soundtrack any daydream could
have.
“Sail away, ladies; sail away…”

Ingrid Noyes CBA Music Canp
Coordinator
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CBA Wintercamp - story in pictures...

Photos by Mike Melnyk

Megan Lynch's
fiddle class.

John Reischman's
mandolin class.

Missy Raines and Mike Witcher.
On stage for the student concert.
All Wintercamp photos: Mike Melnyk

Mandolin teacher and famed bluegrass veteran Roland White.

Bill Evans gives personal attention to a student.
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BRENDA and the Reviews
Houston Jones:
Jericho Road

Summerhill Records
PO Box 20093
Castro Valley, CA  94546
www.houstonjones.com
c.2009
Song list: Still Waters, Jericho
Road, Where The Sea Meets The
Sun, Ornithopathy, Gone Boys
Gone, It’s The Way You Love Me,
Pick Up the Snake, Next Time
This Time, Ghosts of the Inland
Sea, Some Sweet Day, Ascension
Day.
Houston Jones is a marvelous
prism of acoustic sounds – they
can change from bluesy jazz to
gentle musings to a fabulous flurry
of guitar and keyboard notes.  The
band is Glenn Houston on guitar,
Travis Jones on lead vocals and
guitar, Peter Tucker on drums and
percussion, Chris Kee on bass and
harmony vocals, and Henry Salvia
on piano, accordion and harmony
vocals.
Band members compose all the
songs and each has a melodic sense
that blends varying rhythms and
musical influences. The opening
cut, “Still Waters,” has a gospel flavor and a strong guitar and mandolin presence.  “Jericho Road” which
inspired the Jerusalem map album
décor is a bluesy romp with keyboard meandering over the drums
and guitar while the vocal describes
a pilgrimage quest.   “Where The
Sea Meets The Sun” has a glorious
guitar accompaniment to a feelgood love song written by Chris
Kee. Another love song, “It’s The
Way You Love Me,” has a palatable
longing and a chorus of harmony
vocals.   “Pick Up The Snake” was

written by lead singer Travis Jones
was inspired by the religious groups
that derive power from snakes -  
“don’t ask no questions, pick up
the snake” and has Peter Tucker’s
percussive flourishes.
The band’s tight instrumental
arrangements ebb and flow in the
bird-inspired “Orinthopathy” with
its carefully matched piano and
guitar passages.   Houston Jones is
a musical ballet – carefully choreographed interludes with each instrument and voice taking a plie or
pirouette to delight the audience.

Brand New Strings:
No Strings Attached
Rural Rhythm Records
PO Box 660040
Arcadia, CA  91066
www.ruralrhythm.com
c. 2010

Song list: Merry Go Round,
Rainy Nights and Memories, Law
of the Land, Caught Up, Wheels,
Living Water, The Blues Club,
High on a Hilltop, When My
Feet Touch The Street of Gold, I
Fell The Same Way Too, Who Am
I, Prayer From Home, The First
Date.
It’s been said that you can’t
judge a book by its cover, and this
may also be true with CD album
designs, but Brand New Strings
succeeds in making both a great
cover design and excellent musical
content.  The cover design of course
is guitar string packaging complete
with medium string gauges listed
and a flap on the back to close the
package.
While this band was started in
2008, its members have spent most
of their lifetimes playing
bluegrass in Tennessee,
and were in the popular
bands New Road and
Blue Moon Rising.  Band
members are Randall
Massengill on vocals and
guitar, Matt Leadbetter
on resophonic guitar, Stuart Wyrick on banjo, Tim
Tipton on bass and Mike
Ramsey on mandolin and
vocals.
It’s a powerhouse ensemble with each member
giving an essential part
of the bluegrass formula.  
Randall’s powerful vocals
and heartfelt deliver give
his songs a timeless lesson. “Law of the Land”
is a look at the power of
the land “two generations
wide and four generations
long.”   His “The Blues
Club” has the bluesy, innovative instrumentation
and harmony vocals of
the Del McCoury band.
“Prayer From Home” is a
powerful song of love and
sacrifice for all the soldiers
fighting away from home
and family. It will bring
tears to your eyes.  Mike

Ramsey, the other songwriter and
singer in the band, wrote “The First
Date,” the joyous discovery of love
and prospective marriage on a first
date.  It’s a reminder of some of the
classic songs of the past.  
But the band has more than
good songwriters and strong lead
vocalists.  The test of any bluegrass
band is its gospel performances,
and this band does not disappoint.  
Their “Living Water” is an a cappella song with soaring harmonies
and heartfelt devotion.   “Merry
Go Round” features a powerhouse
banjo rhythm blended with Matt’s
dobro fills and Mike’s mandolin.  
The band performs Gram Parsons’
“Wheels” with fine harmony and
more of Mike’s mandolin and a
strong band rhythm.   Each song
can stand alone as a treasure, and
this debut album is sure to put the
band in the winner’s circle.

The Chapmans:
Grown Up

Compass Records
916 19th Avenue South
Nashville, TN 37212
www.compassrecords.com
c. 2010
Song list: Why Did You Lie,
She’s The One, Love’s Gonna
Live Here, Jenny Dear, Bubble
Gum Baby, She’s Never Coming
Back, El Cumbanchero, Small
Exception of Me, Rolling Away
on a Big Sternwheeler, Mommy
Please Stay Home With Me, River of Sorrow, Bring It On Home
To Me, I Wanna Be Loved Like
That.

Here” in an upbeat and harmonious song looking for love.  “I Wanna Be Loved Like That” is a look at
love with John singing of couples
in love – Mom and Dad, Natalie
Wood and James Dean and the old
man at the graveyard.  It’s a tender
solo enhanced with Jeremy’s mandolin playing, and a string quartet
with violin, cello, viola and bass.  
“Small Exception Of Me” is a left
behind lover song with the brothBrenda Hough
ers’ trademark harmonies.   Strong
vocals and harmonies are the hallmarks of this fine family band and lead vocal, “Grapes on the Vine,” a
here’s hoping for 20 more years of wanderer’s life spent “living on apstirring music.
ples from orchards and dying from
grapes on the vine.”  After 20 years
Mountain Laurel:
of making music, the band stays
“Forever Young” and they are not
Another Sunny Day in
“Over
The Waterfall!”
California
FGM Records
Evie Ladin:
PO Box 2160
Pulaski, VA  24301
Float Downstream
800-413-8296
PO Box 3408
www,fgmrecords.com
Oakland, CA 94609
www.evidladin.com
Song list: Don’t Cry Blue, Rain- c.2010
ing Inside, Timmy’s in the Well,
To The Valley Born, These Ol’ Song list: I Love My Honey, RoBlues, Ten Seven, Rain and Snow, meo, Float Downstream, How
I Should’ve Called, Hard Rock Did You Know, Dance Me, MayMiner, Rabbit Jack, I Am A Pil- be An Angel, Mistreated Mama/
grim, Riding on the L & N, A Yew Piney Mountain, One of
Lifetime Away, Grapes on the These Days, Precious Days, going
Vine, Forever Young, Over the Across The Sea, Home Airy, MarWaterfall.
di Gras, Floating Downstream.

Mountain Laurel is a Grass Valley-Auburn based California band
and their years together has forged
a strong band sound with harmony
vocals and high-powered original
instrumentals.  Pete Siegfried is the
band leader, lead singer and manThe Chapmans are brothers dolin player, Paul Siese is the banjo
Jason, Jeremy and John and Dad player and a vocalist, Ken Nilsson
Bill and they have happily mak- is the guitar players and vocalist,
ing music together for 20 years.   Kathy Barwick plays resophonic
The album songs are a retrospec- dobro and guitar and is a harmony
tive look at their favorite songs vocalist, and Doug Bianchi is the
with newly recorded versions. The bassist.  The band members’ talents
band has always found songs that include song writing and three of
speak of love and relationships and the songs on the album were writare not restricted to the bluegrass ten by Paul and two by Ken.  The
genre.  “Bring It On Home To Me” band has a knack for discovering
is a Sam Cooke hit song, and the songs with a different perspective
Chapmans perform it a cappella and with the exception of the trawith John taking the lead, Jeremy ditional “I Am A Pilgrim” and the
the tenor part, Jason the baritone instrumental “Over the Waterfall,”
and Bill anchoring the bass vocals.   the 15 songs are not often found in
It’s a stirring rendition and it has other albums.
the power of a gospel jubilation
Paul’s instrumentals, “Rabbit
song.
Jack” and “Timmy’s in the Well,”
“Bubble Gum Baby” is a de- have a strong banjo driving rhythm
lightful romp with the bubble gum but melodic phrases flutter through
blowing talents of a young lady and the song and mandolin, guitar and
the ensuing romance connected dobro all take solos above Doug’s
cheek to cheek and chin to chin. strong bassline.  Ken’s instrumental
Bill’s banjo jumps to the forefront “Ten Seven” begins with a mandowith a hard-driving “Rolling Away lin solo underscored by a simple
On A Big Sternwheeler” that shows guitar rhythm followed by a melthat these guys can push the blue- ancholy banjo and dobro.
grass envelope. Their instrumental
Other songs feature California
skills are featured on “El Cumban- themes.  Paul’s “Hard Rock Miner”
chero,” with John’s gujitar, Jason’s defines the hardships of working in
bass and Jeremy’s mandolin weav- the hills looking for gold, and “To
ing a musical spell joined by Stuart The Valley Born” has Ken’s warm
Duncan on fiddle and Noam Pikel- voice wrapping itself around the
ny on banjo. Rob Ickes and Rhon- ranching life – irrigation, water in
da Vincent join the Chapmans on the well, and blazing sun. It’s an
Buck Owens’ “Love’s Gonna Live interesting contrast to Ken’s other

Evie Ladin is a member of the
Bay Area Stairwell Sisters, and this
solo debut album is a delightful
display of exhilarating music and
lyrics that give poetic meaning to
traditional imagery. As a lifetime
dancer and choreographer, Evie
has a strong sense of movement
and rhythm in her music, and the
clawhammer banjo style with its
intense blend of rhythm strums interlaced with melody notes suits her
well.  Evie is joined on the record
by Mike Marshall on guitar and
mandolin, Todd Phillips on bass,
her husband Keith Terry on drums
and percussion, and John Burr on
organ. It’s quite an ensemble, but it
gives the songs a wide musical palette with intriguing combinations
of mood and accent.
The songs could easily be the
plot of a novel with a heroine that
searches for love and fulfillment
and discovers some of life’s challenges along the way.  “I Love My
Honey” is a happy, look-at-me, I’m
in love kind of song with a pulsing
clawhammer banjo and rhythm on
a wooden percussion box played
by Keith.    “Romeo” progresses
towards marriage and family and
Evie belts out a happy rhythm over
the drum and guitar background.  
“Dance Me” celebrates the discovery of a “man who can dance me
the way my baby can” and “How
Did You Know” is a perfect anniversary song and Keith and Evie
sing a duet filled with glimpses of
togetherness in the past and future.  
“Mardi Gras” and “One of These
Days” are party songs and celebra-
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tions of good times with some Cajun flavored accordion and fiddle
and the pitfalls of too much whiskey and wine.  “Float Downstream”
and “Floating Downstream” are
variations on the same tune with
different moods – the first a melancholy tone asking “water to be my
lover…my baby left me,” and the
second a gurgling stream of notes.  
The album highlight is “Precious
Days” with its melodic banjo backdrop and Evie’s strong, evocative
voice inspiring a look at a life’s
journey that “digs deep in the dirt
of the valley and climbs up high on
the mountainside.”   Water is life,
and “Float Downstream” takes us
from gentle melancholy streams to
roaring oceans with waterfalls and
rapids to make the journey interesting.

Snap Jackson & The
Knock On Wood
Players:
A Breath of Fresh Air

www.myspace.com/snapjacksonmusic
Song list: Knock on Wood, Minor
Setback, The Ballad of Richard &
Tennessee, A Thousand Words,
Mexico City, Everyday, She Only
Loves Me, Georgia Buck, Bend to
Break, Anything.
If you were to ask someone to
do a word association with “snap,”
some folks might answer “crackle,
pop” because they grew up with
the Rice Krispies jingle and cartoon.   After listening to Snap
Jackson (Antonio Borrego III) and
Knock On Wood, it would be fun
to say he has “crackle and pop” music, because it’s a bouncy, eclectic
blend of soul, rap, swing, blues and
country harmonies performed with
banjo, ukulele, banjolele, guitar,
fiddle, mandolin, harmonica and
bass.   Snap’s original songs have a
liveliness that zips across the sound
barrier and if your feet aren’t dancing after a song or two, you must
be tied down.
“Knock On Wood” leads off
with a bouncy banjo rhythm, and
the strong pulse across the strings
accentuates the singer’s words that
he doesn’t need “no chord to make
my banjo ring, I don’t need no microphone for you to hear me sing,
all I need is a 5 string on my knee,
bass, guitar, mandolin and a three
part harmony.”   Snap is a master
of several instruments: banjo, ukulele, dulcimer, harmonica, guitar
and banjolele. Also in the band are
Shane Kalbach on vocals, fiddle,
mandolin and viola, Chris Pocoroba on guitar, and Brian Clark
on vocals and standup bass.   The
three part harmonies have that old
Motown blend in “Minor Setback”
mixed with some rhythm banjo
and bluesy harmonica and fiddle.
“She Only Loves Me” (when she’s
buzzed) is a crowd pleaser and the
sprightly banjo propels the song
through a litany of liquor spiked

with mandolin rifts.  “Mexico City”
is a song of love with mixed with
drums, and a rhythmic excitement
laced with harmony vocal blendings.   Snap can slow the pace to
a gentle love song and “Everyday”
and “Bend to Break” have a melodic guitar backdrop.  This album
is a delightful first for the band and
while they aren’t bluegrass, they’re
fun and ready to be noticed outside
of their Central Valley roots.

Rural Rhythm Records
PO Box 660040
Arcadia, CA  91066
www.ruralrhythm.com

Patuxent Partners:
Seven or Eleven

Michael Martin Murphey has
been a country, cowboy, and pop
singer and songwriter since his first
band with future Monkee Michael
Nesmith in the 1960s.   Over the
years his songs have been hits for
other singers and he is acclaimed
as the author of the New Mexico
state song, “The Land of Enchantment.”
The success of his earlier Buckaroo Blue Grass album has prompted this new collection of cowboy
and MMM songs in a bluegrass
musical setting. The metaphors
and images of the carefully crafted
lyrics are enhanced by a fine group
of bluegrass musicians. Joining
Michael are Rob Ickes and Andy
Hall on dobro, Pat Flynn and Ryan
Murphey on guitar, Craig Nelson
on bass, Andy Leftwich on fiddle
and mandolin, Charlie Cushman
on banjo and Ronnie McCoury
and Sam Bush on mandolin.
“Wildfire” is one of MMM’s
most famous songs and the version
here preserves the mystical tone of
the song about a ghost horse. Rob
Ickes plays a wonderful dobro introduction and Michael is joined
by Carrie Hassler on the vocals.  
Michael’s stories in song focus
on the characters of the west and
the love of the wide open and far
reaching land.  “Rollin’ Nowhere”
is a celebration of riding trains with
some fine musical accents from
Andy Hall, Ronnie McCoury and
Andy Leftwich while “Southwestern Pilgrimage” is about a quest to
find contentment.   His songs are
populated by the unique people:
the Desert Rat, the Medicine Man
and Michael’s modern man and the
Cosmic Cowboy. The album ends
with “Swans Against The Sun,” a
musical poem uniting nature images and musings on the deeper
yearnings of the soul.   An excellent showcase of Michael Martin
Murphey’s lyrics with a carefully
orchestrated acoustic musical setting.  

Patuxent Music
PO Box 572
Rockville, MD 20848
www.pxrec.com
c. 2009

Song list: Seven or Eleven, Where
Will This End?, Kildare, Cotton Dice, Those Gone and Left
Me Blues, From the Gutter to
the Grave, Heartaches Keep On
Coming, Washington County,
South to Old Mexico, I Don’t
Know Why, Room Over Mine,
Victoria Waltz, You’re Gonna
Wonder About Me.
The Patuxent Partners are a D.C.
based group, but all of its members
have spent years playing bluegrass
and their traditional sound shows
their learning from the masters
in the area – Buzz Busby, Dean
Stoneman and Bob Paisley.   The
expressive vocals and the powerful
instrumentals make this band a top
contender in bluegrass. The Partners are Tom Mindte on mandolin
and vocals, Bryan Deere on guitar
and vocals, John Brunschwyler on
banjo and vocals, Jack Leiderman
on fiddle and Victoria McMullen
on bass.  
“Those Gone and Left Me
Blues” has the bluegrass formula
perfected – a fine tenor lead, fiddle
embellishments, thumping bass
rhythms and guitar, mandolin
and banjo solos seamlessly blended.   The two Buzz Busby songs,
“Where Will This End?” and “Cotton Dice,” have a closely stacked
harmony trio followed with some
impressive mandolin chops. Tom
channels the old country sound
in a soulful rendering of Scotty
Stoneman’s “Heartaches Keep on
Coming.” Following in the same
vein is Tom’s original song, “From
the Gutter to the Grave,” that has
a message about the perils of alcohol.  “Room Over Mine” is another
country classic story of lost grip on
reality embellished with some fiddle and mandolin passages.  
Tom’s mandolin is prominent in
the gentle “Victoria Waltz” and
the band pulls out all the stops for
a rollicking “Kildare” written by
banjo player John Brunschwyler.  
Some people say you can’t have it
all, but this bluegrass band comes
close!

Michael Martin
Murphey:
Buckaroo Blue Grass II

Song list: Blue Sky Riding Song,
Running Gun, Backslider’s Wine,
Rollin’ Nowhere, Southwestern
Pilgrimage, Medicine Man, Cosmic Cowboy, Desert Rat, Running Blood, Wildfire, Renegade,
Swans Against The Sun.

Various Artists:
The Very Things You
Treasure

24 Bluegrass Songs of Faith and
Family
Lonesome Day Records
www.LonesomeDay.com
c.2010
Song list: Ralph Stanley II:
Moms Are The Reason Wildflowers Grow, Darrell Webb: Thank
You Father For My Dad, Get On

choice between a road of gravel and
one of concrete.  Fathers in heaven
and Dads on earth are celebrated
in “Thank You Father For My
Dad” featuring Darrell Webb, Blue
Moon Rising honors farmer Dads
in “Papaw Taught Me” and Larry
Cordle sings a tribute to an uncle
in “A Visit With An Uncle.” Randy
Kohrs plays a powerful dobro and
writes a fine song in “Handmade
Nails and Homemade Love.”
Steve Gulley has one of the
finest voices in bluegrass and his
renditions of “Big Rock in the
Road” and “All Alone” have the
close harmonies and high powered
instrumentation that define the
bluegrass sound.  Blue Moon RisLonesome Day Records was ing has 5 songs on the album and
started by Randall Deaton in the their “He Arose” has a fine vocal
church built by his grandmother, solo matched with a strong guitar
Minnie Mae Deaton, in Kentucky.   backdrop.  Their “Good Time For
It’s a fitting tribute that the songs Going Home” says it all – family,
in this collection devoted to faith love and hearth.
and family were recorded by the
artists in the old family church.
To be reviewed
It’s an impressive collection with
Send your materials to:
a selection of heartfelt solos and a
full press bluegrass band infusion.   Brenda Hough
Rick Bartley’s “Where Glory Can
PO Box 20370
Be Found,” has a strong banjo and
San Jose CA 95160
mandolin presence .  “Two Roads
or contact Brenda at:
to Travel” features Jeff Parker’s
hufstuff2003@yahoo.com
warm tenor and the song has a
The Path, Ernie Thacker: Momma Preached and Daddy Plowed,
Little Piece of Land, Blue Moon
Rising: Papaw Taught Me, Revival, Holy Mama, Larry Cordle: A
Visit With An Uncle, Rick Bartley: How He’d Like To Go Back
Now, Live Like My Granddaddy,
When Glory Can Be Found, Randy Kohrs: Handmade Nails and
Homemade Love, Jeff Parker:
Church By The Side of the Road,
Two Roads to Travel, Meet You
in Heaven Someday, Lou Reid
and Carolina: My Whole World,
Steve Gulley: Big Rock in the
Road, Prepare to Meet Thy God,
All Alone.

'The Earl Brothers' by
the Earl Brothers
By Donald Teplyske
for lonesomeroadreview
Grant Alden once wrote that
when encountering bluegrass you,
“either run from the sound, or be
changed forever.” Place the impact
of the Earl Brothers in the latter
category.
San Francisco’s Earl Brothers
have their roots in the South, and
favor twisted, dark experiences that
peel skin from flesh. Left-coast zip
codes notwithstanding, the Earl
Brothers are mountain music, no
doubt.
For their fourth album, the Earl
Brothers have made transitions
while remaining true to their roots
and audience. The band’s sound is
fuller, more refined—certainly not
slick or lacking spunk—but simply
further along on an evolutionary
journey. With fiddle introduced
to the five-piece lineup, the roughhewn, hardscrabble lead vocals
and harmonies remain. In adding
Tom Lucas’s fiddle, the band has
confidently moved toward (but
definitely not into) the bluegrass
mainstream.
Those fretting that Robert Earl
Davis has abandoned his subject
matter or distinctive style need not
worry—no primary school, storybook romances here; Davis knows
his audience expects things to be
harshly lonesome. His protagonists
remain rounders, ramblers, and
broken-hearted fools fessin’ up to
messin’ up with hard women and

raw whiskey.
Of course, bluegrass requires
that come Sunday morning some
testifying be considered so that
band takes a “Walk in the Light”
singing in the “Sweet Bye and
Bye.”
Since 2005’s Women, Whiskey,
& Death, the Earl Brothers have
consistently released recordings
containing bright banjo-picking
and unique vocals from Robert
Earl Davis. In Danny Morris, Davis has a guitarist and vocal foil to
provide tenor accenting his unconventional singing, while the mandolin of Larry Hughes washes over
every song.
The band and this album aren’t
for everyone, and we’ve heard people praise and damn the band in
equal measure. Compared to many
receiving satellite airplay and label
support, the Earl Brothers are progressive to the point of being traditional. They are the anti-corporate
bluegrass band, those air-brushed
(pictorially and musically) to the
point of being unrecognizable
while performing songs seemingly
written with the aid of a couplet
Wheel of Fortune and a committee of advisors. Simply put, there
is nothing polished or contrived
about The Earl Brothers.
With this new self-titled album,
they have again demonstrated that
they are confidently unwilling to
compromise vision or execution.
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Sammy Shelor and Andy Ball
of the Lonesome River Band.
Amanda Smith

FDF 2010 artists, Infamous Stringdusters perform at Wintergrass.
Brian Aldridge, Tom Boyd and Ron Thomason
of Dry Branch Firesquad.

The Bluegrass Breakdown would
like to send special thanks to
writer Mike Buchman of victory
Music and photographer Eric
Frommer who supplied us with
a wonderful Wintergrass report.
Our columnist Brenda Hough
attended but fell ill during the
event. She's fine now and we'll
get her persepctive on Wintergrass in the May issue. - editor

